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Sexual assault makes CVI residents nervous
•

'What, do they just ignore it and think it will go away or are they going to let it happen to another person... ?"
saidOrange County Sheriff's Office spokesman Jim
Solomons, because the victim signed a declination ofintent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
stating she does not wish to prosecute.
An 18-year-old female UCF student was sexually
"She apparently refused medical treatment and examiassaulted in the back wooded area of Colle- ~~~~~~~~ nation at the hospit.al," he said ''Even if we
giate Village Inn at about 2:30 am. on Sept
caught him, she wouldn't testify."
14.
"Even if we
Solomons also said that because the vicArriving home to CVI, the woman was
caught him, she tim waited two days to alert authorities, the
area where the assault took place had been
approached by a male already present in the
wouldnT testify. " mowed and rained upon, destroyingmuch of
parking lot The assailant forced the woman
at knife point into the wooded area and raped
the evidence.
her.
CVI managing partner George Pegram
• J Im Solomons said Monday he didn't know about the inciThe suspect is described as a white male in
his mid-to late 20s.
SHERIFF'S OFFICE
dent,butsaidthatthecomplexhasexcellent
He is about 5 feet 10 inches tall with dark
security, noting the security guards and
well-lighted areas.
wavy hair and a must.ache. On !he night ofthe incident the
suspect was wearing a plaid flannel shirt with blue jeans.
'1t's lit up like the Orange Bowl at night," he said
Sheriffs deputies can't do much about the incident, Studentslivirigat CVI,ahousingcomplexforstudents, are
by Heather Asche and Lisa Springer
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Vision '92 proposal conflicts·
with administrator's comments
Florida Student Association, said that
while UCF and the University ofSouth
NEWS EDITOR
Florida were contending to be selected
An former student who worked on as the site for Vision '92, only UCF
Vision '92 admitted Sunday that he turned in a proposal.
exaggerated information in a proposal
Even without the paragraph about
to make UCF a more attractive site . caneceling classes, "UCF was going to
Tom Leek, who had been Student get it ... it looked like UCF was in the
Government's Director of Governmen- lead," he said. "It looked like they were
tal Relations/External Affairs until last able to do more for Vision 92."
month, said in a report that UCF's
Virella also said that FSA does not
provost would cancel classes during play a role in campus politics.
the event.
"It really makes no difference to us,"
"UCF's Provost Dr. Richard Astro he said. "It sounds like it has to be dealt
has committed to doing everything
with on campus. It's a
within his power to maxishame, of course."
mize student attendance
Astro said that perhaps
by canceling classes for a
the political science probipartisan/nonpartisan
fessors would let their
event hosted at UCF..."
classes out because of the
the report said.
political nature of the
Vision '92 Co-Chair
event.
Chris Marlin said the reBut Elliott Vittes,
port was sent to the
chairman of the politieal
Clinton/Gore campaign
science program, said it
headquarters.
was doubtful.
Astro said last
"I sort of doubt that
week that he never comthey would let out classes,
ASTRO
mitted to canceling
because that's what we're
classes. Astro said he
_
supposed to be coming
didn't have the ability to do so, al- for," he said.
though he told one Vision'92 organizer
Vittes said he thought the event was
that "I would do what I could."
important and that students should
Leek said he gave the information to attend.
Vision '92 Co-Chair Chris Marlin to be
"I think students have a place to
used in a proposal given to the Florida play in the political process, and it's
Student Association. Marlin said the more important now than ever," he
information was probably "enhanced." said.
"When we submitted that to the
Marlin said that professors were beFlorida Student Association, USF was ing informed ofthe event this week and
going to steal it from us and we had to are encouraged to attend along with
make it look as good as we could," Leek students, although only delegates will
said. "It kept USF from stealing our be taking part in creating the platthunder."
form.
Frank Virella, president of the
SEE RELATED STORY, PAGE 3

angered at the fact that no information about the crime
was released to them. Manyfeel thatthey should have been
alerted for security reasons.
"I am angry. We should have been notified of what
happened and wld wbe extra careful around here," said a
resident who asked to re~ anonymous. "What, do they
just ignore it and think it will go away or are they going to
let it happen to another person before they inform us?"
According to Pamela Sanow, a CVI employee, the inn
takes security measures to prot.ect its residents.
'There are security cameras that are watched at the
front desk, security guards patrol at night and for the most
part everything is well lighted"
.
However, residents said they are concerned about the
security methods used at CVI.
'This type of thing should not be happening," Nicholas

ASSAULT continued page 5

WHERE ARE THE TURTLES?

by Sandra Pedlctnl

Bill Embach, a sophomore electrical engineering major, helps measure the distance between manholes for the purpose of putting in
cable for portable classrooms. cM1c1iae1 o.HoowFurnAEJ
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STUDENTS

.HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND .
:·ECONOMICS.

STAFF

FACULTY

ALL WELCOME
WEDNESDAY NOON, ROOM 214
STUDENT CENTER
Fr. Ashmun Brown
r

•

823-2482

Catch The Action With Our ~
Student Speclal

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches• Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

·~ -!~~:~~~~~R;~~bf

•
•

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

j

ALL
I
YOU
I
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS
I

$1895

LUBE, OIL CHANGE
& FILTER

$5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM
.

•

.

•
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
c an-eat
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-_
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and worm garlic breadsticks'.
- " "•
.
7
It's all just $5.25. And you
·
-,~~r _ ·
don't have to be a math
• ~
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
ITALIAN
HESTAlJHA.N'J

o~

WHERE A1J.THE BEST OF l1A1Y

_f

$2995

"

RADIATOR FLUSH
&ANTI FREEZE
•

Moul)tail) Bike Rides Every
Wedl)esday at S P.M

Is YoL 1 RS.~

MEET IN FRONT OF LIBRARY

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

.

FREE SUB
•
•

Bri~ your bike to tbe BIKE WDR/fS
Famous For Philly Cheese Steaks

679-2448
Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 10 pm Sunday 10 am - 9 pm

10042 University Blvd.
Comer of University & Dean

BUY ONE SUB AND TWO 24 oz. II
: DRINKS AND GET ONE SUB FREE :

ll)Obile repair service Every WedQesday aaoss frOll) tbe
Wild Pizza-CJCF call)pus

•

•
•
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I
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I
I
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Vision foiges ahead
More politicians confirm appearance at forum
by Sandra Pedlclnl

Friday:

NEWS EDITOR

Several new speakers have been added

•Leaders Senlil'8r
lhe DivisionofStudentAffairswil present
the fourth Presiderfs Leaders Seninar at 9
am. on Saturday in the oourtyard a the
GiandBallrt>om StudentAffairsinvites those
with dub .o~ b attend
seminar on !'Aigtts aoo Respomt11l«tev.ent Will be catered bY Puff'N
~ & BancJ1et Facility Inc.

lO-ll a.m.: Morning session with Rep.
Alzo Reddick.
to this week's Vision '92 agenda, result11 am.-noon: Issue caucuses.
ing in a revamping of the schedule.
Noon-1:30 a.m.: Lunch. Jeb Bush, son
State Rep. Alzo of President George Bush, will speak.
Reddick, Board of
1:30 a.m.-2:15 p.m.: Networking ses. Regents Chairman sion.
~
2:30-5:30p.m.:Aftemoonsessionwith
Alec Courtelis, and
~ceec:tsfrom a benefl lip sync oontest
U S. Secretary of Gov. Lawton Chiles, U.S. Secretary of
p.m. Wednesday in the Wild Pizza will
Education Lamar Education Lamar Alexander, and Board
tP
to
Hurricane Ardrrm relief. Admissbn
Alexander said they of Regents Chairman Alec Courtelis.
oosts
50
cents. Students can also donate
would speak at the
"This is more than just the delegates
canned
foods
or bathroom supplies as adevent last week.
representing the students," Florida Stumissbn.
Prizes
forwinners of the IP sync are
Organizers of the student political dentAssociationPresidentFrankVirella
$75
forfirst
prize,
$25 for seoond and $15 for
forumaretryingtogetPresidentGeorge said Sunday. "If they get a minute in
Bush to announce a new education ini- between classes, go! This is super, un- third. Entry ard admission fees wil be dotiative via Alexander, said Chris Marlin, precedented. It is just one of the steps on nated to the American Red Cross.
Vision '92 co-chair.
~~~~~~~~ the way to student activAnd just as Vision '92
ism.. Leaislators will know • Education Seminar
.
h
dth
htth
"
...
the
v
can't
Visiting Scholar Patsy Paxton wiU adorganizers a
oug
e
J
that weo~are going to be a
dress
"The Status of Ed.lcation in South
Clinton/Gore campaign
walk al/ over force to be contended with,
Africa"
at 11 a.m. Til.lrsday in the EdJcation
wouldn't come through for
US. ,,
that they can't walk all over
Building,
Room 137. TheColege of Erucathem, a senior adviser to
us."
oon
and
Office
of tntematbnal Studies are
thecampaignsaidhewould
FSAhas raised $10,000
show up.
a>-sp:>nsoring the event.
.. Frank Virella for the event so far, Virella
Sandy D' Alemberte,
who is also the immediate
FSA PRESIDENT · said Sunday.
The donations included • Quit Smoking
pastpresidentoftheAmeria last-minute $5,000 donaThe UCF weuness Center invites smokcan Bar Association, is tentatively sched- tion from alt Disney Attractions.
, ers to an orieritation for a Freedom from
·
uled to speak Thursday night.
The new schedule is as follows:
Marlin had approached Walt Disney ~program at 1 p.m. Sept 23. The
Attractions chairman Dick Nunis dur- program prepares students, farultyard staff
Thursday:
ing a City of Light meeting and asked to CJJtt smoking Oct. 14. For more irdorma6-7:30 p.m.: Candidate reception at himforadonation. Thenextday,Marlin tbn, call 823-5841.
City Hall with Orlando Mayor Bill said,Nunistoldhimthathehadn'tdone
Frederick.
enoughplanningbutthathewouldgrant
Classes
8-10 p.m.: Opening ceremony and him $5 ,000 anyway.
Career planning mini-classes start at 9
dinner. Rep. Tom Feeney and
"I appreciate Dick Nunis' advice and am. Oct. 1in the Student Affairsoonference
D'Alemberte will speak.
generosity and it was a lesson· learned," room of the Administration Building, suite
11 p.m.-1 a.m.: Rock the Vote party. Marlin said.
282. The Career Placement Center offers
1

w

.

l

•career

Delegates for Vision '92: Debbi Kane; Holly Ramsey, honors student; David Bass,
graduatestudent;StevenAlia,ResidenceHallAssociation;SheilaRomero,Internaional
Students Association; Stacey Collard, Panhellenic, Calman Fullerd, National
Panhellenic; Derrick Thomas, African-American Student Union' Britt Massing
Inter-Fraternity Council; Steve Backer, College of Health /Public Mairs; Jeff
College of Arts and Sciences; Gina Edwards, non-traditional students; Rob Park,
College ofEngineering; Richare Vollaro, College ofEducation;Ana Bugdadi, Senator;
Chris Riebold, Pro-Tempore of Senate; Julia Rust, College of Business Administration; ~aige Borden, Daytona student; Jason DiBona, Student Body President; Mark
Dogoli, StudentBody Vice President; Mauricio Garcia, HASA;ScottHarmon veteran·
Mick Davis, Student-airLarge; Chris Marlin, SG.
'
'

Laing:

fiV&differenfda!Sesatvarioustimes1h~

to saywelcorne back to our old merroers ard
oongratulations i> our new ones. The first
meetingof theyearwill be at9 p.m. Wednesday at Mission Bay Ck.Jbhouse on Universtty
Boulevard. For more information call G
Mason at 8~2824. .

• $ for Therapists
Educational Assessment Systerps
Inc. offers students in occupational
physical or speech language ther
$1.500 in return for one year of commit
ted employment with EASI. The com
pany awards $3,000 for two year em
ployment. EASI did not specify a dead
line. For more information and an appli
cation, write to: Educational Assessment
Systems, Inc., 5200 Copper NE, Albuquerque NM 87108. Call Laurie Steinber 1
president, collect at (505) 255-5099.

• CDIM Party
CJient Directed Integration Model will
host a UCF Cool-Pool Bash at 4 p.m.
Saturday. CDJM hosts integrated recre
ation for adults with disabilities. For mor
information or to confirm attendance
contact Cannon at 823-5163. ·

• Poll workers needed
Orlando·s Elections Office needs pol
workers for the General Election from
a.m. to J p.m. on Nov. 3 at variou
precincts. Workers must be 18 and reg
istered voters of Orange County. The
must attend a two to three-hour traini
class at the Election's Office, 119 W
Kaley Street, in Orlando. Call recruiter
trainer Noel Wells in the personnel off ic
at 836-2070.

• OUC Workshop
Or1ando Utilities Commission will hol

out the semester. Mini-dasses for Oct. 1 a public workshop today at 2 p.m. in the
irdude Orientationat9a.m.anct1 oa.m. and
Federal Job Search at 11 am

•Greek Leaders
The aeamof the crop is back for another
tremendous semester.Order of Omega

Greek Leadership Honor SocietywoukJ like

management professor, said she
also did not receive the letter.
STAFF REPORTER .
She said that ifshe had received
Forums giving students ·an the letter she would have en. opportunity to meet SG Senate couraged her students to attend.
Business candidate Becky
candidates last week were
mostly empty, and some people Tokich said she skimmed the
who were supposed to be noti- information she received when
fied said they never knew about she declared candidacy, but
.didn't know about the forum .
the event.
Business candidate Scott
Matt Whyte, the business
forum's coordinator, said the Fagan said he attended the fopurpose ofthe forum was to give rum for two hours. but had to
senators an opportunity to talk leave because he had classes.
He said most students just
to students.
"If they don't want to meet walked by without stopping to
the people, what kind of senator talk to the senators.
will they be?" Whyte said last
"It was like pulling teeth to
week.
get people to come talk to me "
'
Whyte said candidates were he said.
notified of the forum when they
Sen. Shannon Langford said
declared candidacy in an infor- about seven of the 16 candimational packet. He also said a dates were at the arts and sciletter was given to the business ences forum at 10:30 a.m. The
organization presidents and forum was scheduled to start at
business professors.
10 near the Library. Langford
"That's news to me," said said the candidates were forced
Charlie Kelliher, an accounting to leave the forum early due to
professor.
rain.
Kelliher said he had not re"Everybody knew it was goceived the letter and was not ingon," Langford said "Whether
informed about the forum.
they wanted to show up is a
Patricia Fandt, a business different story."
by Jennifer M. Burgess

Because of the ~ain, some UCF band members couldn1 bring their musical instruments onto the field to play at last Saturday's game. They mimed to the music instead. (Mlctwel 0.Hoof>'FUTURE)

OUC Building at 500 S. Orange Ave
Central Florida Earth Alliance plans t
fly in utility experts from around the coun
try. These experts disagree with th
building of new power plants. For more
information, contact Bruce Gagnon wit
CFEA at 422-3479.
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ARrS AND SCIENCES

BRYNN BARNE'IT

OTHER ACTIVITIES: Delta Delta
Seatl
Delta pledge.
DEBI KANE, unopposed
COMMENTS: Want.a t.o make stuCOMMENTS: Want.a t.o bringunity dent.a more aware of the financial
t.o SG. Want.a t.o be sure that more · aid and scholarships available t.o
action is taken.
them.

Seat2
ANA BUGDADI, incumbent,
unopposed
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS CREATED:
Funding for American Sign Language Fund, funding for scholarship advertisfug.
ABSENCES:7
COMMENTS: Want.a t.o have more
int.emal organization.
Seat3
ERIC FE'ITER, incumbent
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS CREATED: Funding for University ktivity Cent.er Transportation.
SG ACCOMPLlSHMENTS: Unavailable for comment.
ABSENCES:5

MIKE PRYOR
Unavailable for comment.

CARLTON MCCLENDON
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Member of
Afiican-American Student Union,
assistant editor of"Cypress U>me,"
honors student.
COMMENTS: Wants to elim.inat.e
the long lines and large profit at the
bookstore. "I understand they have
t.o make money, but the profit margin is t.oo high."

WENDY WESLEY
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Director of
Promotions for Campus Activities
Board, serves on board of directors
of Quot.es (public relations club),
publicrelationschairwomanofDelta
Gamma.
COMMENTS: "I have a pretty good
feel of how SG spends it.a money."
She has also been involved in two
budgetary hearings in CAB. ·

OTHER ACTIVITIES: Serves on
CampusActivitiesBoardhomecomingcommittee and travel and recreation committees, 1.eta Tau Alpha
pledge,memberofvarsitycrewt.eam.
COMMENTS: She is familiar with
parliamentaryprocedure, but hasn't
noticed anything specific she would
like t.o do in the senat.e.
Seat7
JOHNSHADGEIT,incumbent, llllopposed.
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS INTRODUCED: Funding for Earth Day.
SG ACCOMPLlSHMENTS: Lobbied in Tallahassee for fewer education cuts.
ABSENCES:7
Seats
HUGH HEDLEY
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Member of
Philosophy Club.
Comments: "I want to direct funds
t.oward the humanities and philosophy department.a."
SCHUME'ITAMCCLENOON:
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Actress in
UCF play, "Acrobat.a," representative for Seminole Hall.
COMMENTS: McLendon wants to
help student.a get the classes they
need for graduation.

ATED:None.
SGACCO.MPIJSHMENTS:Served
on Organizations, Appropriations
and Funding Committee.
ABSENCES: None.
COMMENTS: "I understand the
votingprocess, all asp0ct.s and functions and how it works."
SeatlO
WOODY BROWN
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Member of
the Orientation Team, varsity crew,
former Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge
class vice president, current Sigma
Phi Epsilon member.
COMMENTS: He would like t.o be
"the voice for the whole college t.o be
heard," but doesn't have any specifics as of this time.
CHRIS MCGEE, incumbent,
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS CREATED:
SG ACCO.MPIJSHMENTS:
Not available for comment.
ABSENCES: none
CIAY SCHERER
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Vice president of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, member of Japanese Club,
Friends of the Arboretum
COMMENTS: Want.a t.o get more
funding for clubs and organizations
no matter what their siz.e.

member, former SG election commissioner.
COMMENTS "I would like to increaseinter-universitycommunicati.on tomakestudent.smoreawareof
activities on campus."

TRAVIS POPPELL
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Vice president of public relations for Delta
Upsilon, member of Campus Activity Board Cinema Committee
COMMENTS: He want.a to alleviat.ethe longlines at financial aid and
registration.
"fm sick of seeing things the way
they are."
Seat 12
OTHERACTIVITIES:CampusktivitiesBoardhomecomingcommitt.ee and Popular Ent.ertainment
Committees, Hispanic American
Student.Association, vice president
of student council in high school,
Principal's Leadership Award
COMMENTS: Familiar with parliamentaryprocedure..Want.st.ohelp
alleviate the parking problem on
campus.

SHANNON POUNDS
Seat6
Seat4
. PHIILIP B. AUMAN
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Delta Delta
JULIAN HICKEY
Delta Sorority, former peer counUnavailable for comment.
OTHERACTIVITIES: 1.etaTauAlselor for residence halls, former Enpha sorority, ZTA-Freshman ofthe NICOLE COPARE
vironmental Society member.
Year, National Merit Commended OTHER ACTIVITIES: Vice presi- Seat9
COMMENTS: Want.a to get more
Scholar, Florida Academic Scholar, dent of Panhellenic COuncil, AARON CLEVENGER
Seatll
academic advisement for research
honors studeTlt.
president of Delta OTHER ACTIVITIES: Vice presi- OOUG ANDERSON
student.a in all majors and more
COMMENTS: Would like t.o get the
Gamma, former secre- · dent of Delta Upsilon's rush com- OTHER ACTIVITIES: Vice presi.: tutoring programs for the Student
student.a' views across t.o the Senmittee, member ofthe debat.e t.eam. dent of Lambda Chi Alpha, Academic Research Cent.er.
Uny of Delta Gamma.
at.e. Want.a t.o be approachable.
COMMENTS: Copare COMMENTS: Wantst.ogetDr.Hitt lnt.erfraternity Council Athletic
wouldliket.oobtain "equal to fulfill his promises to the music Chair, former Orientation Team compiled by Jennifer Burgess
LORI MATTOX, running unoprepresentation for all clubs department.Want.sfundingforarts ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
posed.
and organizations within and sciences.
Unavailable for comment.
arts and sciences."
KEVIN LAWHON, incumbent
Seat5
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS CRE-

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
·Outlet World

OUTLET ·

Mall 2
. 363-4670

10''/o ·student discount on roQular ·merchandise with UCF ID

replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

· ;t~:J

J

-~

.,

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Kaplan Prep.

We've produced more top scores oo tests lilce the
LSAT, GMA T, GRE and MCA T than all othCI'
courses combined. Wbjcb means if you're not taking
Kaplan Prep,N you may need to take more than a #2
pencil to the test.

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
•Patients in shock
• Protect against infectim~
• Bleeding Disorders
• Accident victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New research on life
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment

~···

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151
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BUS~ADMINISTRATION

Seat 1
SCCYIT FAGAN, incumbent SG SG
COMMI'ITEES: Organiz.ations, Ap.
propriations and Funding, Club;
and Organizations
ABSENCES: 1 unexcused.

resolution ext.ending the ro\ll'S on
theh'braryand wants toext.end bookmrehours.

t.ion offunds and better budgeting so
that money will go towards students
need.

JASON CARR
Not available for oomment

Seat2

unopposed, unavailable.

ning unopposed, unavailable.

Seat 7:
JENNIFERANNMOSER, running
unoppose, unavailable.

Seat4
ANISSA LARKIN, running unop-

MATr WORKMAN, unopposed

BRENT HOVER
.CAMPUS ACTIVITIES: Active in
DAVE MILLER, unavailable
clubs in high school.
Seat2
COMMENTS: Wants tD develop a
BECKY TOKICH, unopposed.
method tD help students underst.and
COMMENTS: Wants more funding their requirements for graduation
for club; tD go to oonvent.ions.
Seat7
Seat 3
TINA EI.OIAN, incumbent, unopREGINALD PAOOE'IT
}X>Sed.
ACTIVITIES: Vice president of BIILS, RESOLUTIONS:
pledge class of Alpha Tau Omega, Senate workshop, funding for bike
former direct.or of public relations . racks.
and parliamentarian for Alpha
Kappa Phi, current AKP member. Seat8
COMMENTS: Wants to get handi- PATRICK GUILFOY, unavailable
capacressforthe College offiusiness
Administration and would like to see KEVINGATEN
the meters taken out in the parking not available for oomment
lot near the College of Engineering.
Seat9
ALMA KATRINIA WilLIAMS
MATI'HEW BONIN
ACTIVITIES: Vice president ofAfii- not available for comment
canAmerican Student Union, representative for Delta Sigma Pi.
Seat 10
COMMEN'IB: Willworkcla;elywith DARIN PATfON, incumbent, unthe business organizations and fra. opposed.
temities to determine their needs.
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS: ·
:Funding for the American Institute
of Aeronaut.iffi Airplane CompetiSeat4
BRYAN FOWS, incumbent., un- tion, ftmding for the American Sociopposed
ety of Civil Engineers.
Compiled by Jennifer M. Burgess
Seat5
PJ.POWER, unopix>Sed, unavailabe
Seat6
HEALTH AND PUBLIC AF·
MIKE AHEARN, ireumbent
FAmS
SG COMMITrEES: Club; and Or- Seat 1
ganizations.
MARYWUI8E b"fANTON, unopCOMMENTS:Hasonly been in Sen- posed
ate a sl¥>rt time. Wants t.o write a COMMENTS: Wants better alloca-

WE SCORE HIGH
ON THE PASTA TEST.

•

SG ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Worked on a bill for the wellness
center that never came to the floor.
COMMENTS: Besides his month of
Senate experienre, Workman says
he has been involved in many other
areas of campus life.

LIBERAL STUDIES
Seat 1
DIANNA CARISON, running unop~ write-in.
COMMENTS: Wants to join SG because she likes being active in the
school

Seat3
TISHIA PIIlLLIPS, m10pposed
Declined to comment

Seat2
JASON

Seat4
CHRISTEN KINEY, unopposed
Not available for oomment
Seat5
STEPHANIE SMUCKER, unopposed

Declined to oomment
-rompiled by Rosibel Monsemlte
EDUCATION
Seat 1
TERRANCE J. DUNN, incumbent,
running WlOpposed

Sent2
TRICIA WA'CTS, running unopposed, write-in
Not available for comment.

posed.
OTHER ACTIVITIES: pledge ela<;S
~for Delta Gamma.
COMMENTS: Wants to alleviate the
parking problem on campus.

Seat5
BARTON MCPEAK, running unopposed, unavailable.

Seat6
MICHAEL IVANOV, write-in, running unopposed.
OTHER ACTIVrrIES: Florida En_gineering Society, National EngiSeat3
Patrick Hale, running unopposed, neering Society, and member of
write-in.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
COMMENTS: Wants to fund new
Seat4
lab E:quipment.
AMYW~RMAN, write-in, running unopposed ..
Seat7
OTHERCAMPUSACTIVITES:Ori- LAZA COSTA, running unopposed.
entation Team, Alpha Delta Phi Not available for comment.
pledge class president.
COMMEN.IBs: Wants to promote Seat8
the Liberal Studies major.
LLYA GOLDBERG, write-in, run-Compiled by Sandra Pedicini
ning unopposed, unavailable.

MITCHEL4

running unop~ write-in, unavailable.

ENGINEERING
Seat 1
ANDREW HEIM, incumbent, running unopposed, unavailable.

MAIN CAMPUS AT-LARGE
CHRIS RIEBOLD, incumbent, unopposed
.
SG ACCOMPLJSHMENTS: Senate pro temp. ROOpient of the Student Government Constituency
Award.

Seat2 .
ROBERT STEVENS
OTHER ACTIVITIES: previously
ran track.
.
COMMENTS: Stevens wants tD
Seats
JEANNIE VIGGIANO, runningun- rest.ict SG spending and plans to DAYfONA CAMPUS
oplXJSe(l, write-in.
smvey engineering students to de- M. PAIGE BORDEN, unop)X>Sed
Not available for comment.
termine their needs.
COMMENTS: Wants to improve
oommunication between the main
Seat6
Seat3
campus and branch campuses.
ROB MORRIS, incumbent, running BRYNNER YEE, incumbent, run- Compiled by Sandy Irwin
students must use extreme cauASSAULT
tion. Students are encouraged tD
use the buddy system, make use of
FROM PAGE 1
the student escort patrol service
Corbisier said 'There should be
(823- 2424) and report any unmore intense security at night."
usualincident.simmediatelytothe
"No one even knows who the police.
security personnel are," said anMcClendonalso saidshewould
other resident. "How are we suir be getting in touch with CVIand
posedtoknowwhotoaskforhelp?' the Orange County Sheriff's OfUCF Police Department Sgt. fice to implement security proSandra McClendon said
grams.
Seat 3, 4
No candidates.

Real Italian Real Fast.
OPENS WEDNESDAY ~timber 30
12025 Collegiale Way/380-3737/SUN- THURS 10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.mJRI &SAT 10:30 am. -11:00 p.m.

Get the best all-around CLAST prep book from
the original Florida CLAST guidebook publisher.
You'll discover where you need help, and you'll
get the help you need. Nothing more. We won't
waste your time.
You'll get instruction and four sample tests
each in reading, writing, and math - plus
CLAST essay-writing information. All answers
are explained.
Ask for it at your college bookstore today.

I
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$ 99-

One COl.4l0fl per customer please. Not valid
lor double meat or in corrbination With other
elS or speaals Valid through 1~2

With this coupon
Alafaya store only

fl i I Jc11 I [ •\ Ii
•

I
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H&H Publishing
Company, Inc.
Your Florida
CLAST Connection.
(813) 442-7760
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SG elite play big
role in 'enhancing'
Vision '92 facts

I

t becomes increasingly difficult to find appropriate adjectives to describe the behavior of some of UCF's so-called "elite" students. This latest episode, however, brings a
few to mind: unconscionable and unfathomable.
In their zeal to make themselves look good,
top members of Student Government "enhanced the information" in a proposal, just to
get a political event scheduled here.
Well, call it exaggeration or call it enhancement - we call it lying.
SGmay not have been "officially" involved in
Vision '92, but when the student body president, the director of public relations, and the
director of governmental relations/external
affairs are as inti.matelyinvolvedin a project as
Jason Dffiona, Chris Marlin and Tom Leek
were, SG, whether it wishes it or not, is involved.
Just listen to how Leek attempted to justify
his "enhancement:"
Leek: "USF was going to steal it [the event]
from us and we had to
it [SG's proposal]
look as good as we could."
Translate that as, "USF's proposal might
have been better than ours, so we cheated to
steal it away from them."
Leek: "It kept USFfrom stealing our thunder."
Translate as, "We didn't have any thunder of
our own, so we made some up."
Granted, landing the forum is a feather in
the cap ofUCF, but at what cost? Was it worth
risking the integrity of tµe university an~ its
students to secure a political event?
Certainly not.
For that matter, we submit that the embarrassment this has caused the university is a
price too high to pay for anything, and SG
should do something about it.
What kind of show is DiBona runnirig over
there? When one is in a position ofpower, he or
she is also in a position of responsibility. The
fact that there was no "official" SGinvolvement
is immaterial; three of the most prominent
members ofthat body were involved, and they
should take responsibility.
DiBona and Marlin represent two of the top
people in the pecking order ofUCF's executive
branch while Leek was one of the most public
of public figures in the legislative branch. If
these three don't represent the entire student
body with their individual actions, we would
like to know who does.
Although nothing can make up for this abysmal display of deception, the members of Vision '92 responsible for this can start by sending letters of apology to the Florida Student
Association, the University ofSouth Florida,
the Clinton-Gore campaign headquarters,
Dr. Richard Astro and most of all, the students of UCF.
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tional institution, if it is true to its statements that any contract can be
stated purpose, should not exclude its revoked in a oooling off period and that
It is implied in the "...research, good better educators because they just stop payments are a $25 cure are inacclasses" article ofSept.1 that the better want t.o t.each
curat.e.
teachers are the ones that do research.
Jeff Pal.mer
Although there are oortain types of
What is not mentioned is that poor
Gradu.at.e oontracts that can be revoked in a ooolEngineering ing offperiod, the majority of contracts
teaching at the university level is often
a result c:l a professor doing too much • DIBONA DEBACLE
are binding upon signing. F\nther, one
research. Many teachers get so en- .
should not stop payment on a check
grossed in their projects that t.eaching
I don't understand the oontroversy
withoutcarefuloonsideration. SU?pping
beromesmoreofaburdenthanachance over our student body president repayment on a check can subjoct you to
to pas.5 on knowledge. Indeed, it is 2ll>' ceivinga$1,500SG Regent'sScholarcriminal prosecution.
parent that some professors are teach- ship. Sure, DiBona is already receivI urgeanyoneoonsideringentering a
ers so theymaydoresearch,ratherthan ing$10,000ofourstudentfeesforajob
to seek advice before signing.
'
oontract
that, aside from the experience it gives
Molly W. Oksner
d=~ 88 a means ofvitalizing
..
the holder of that office, should be

•TOO MUCH RESEARCH?

or I have studied under several excel- . done gi-~s..sure, the sch~larship is
Student ugai, Sero~s
lent professors who did not play the foroontributing~studentlifeoncam- •BUS STOP BLUES
pus and leader mvolvement, but no
research game. Since they refused to
hould think~
th .
Soon after the bus [stops at the
playball,theyweresaddledintoclasses ones
ioramoment ahs
administration
building] had been
that no one else would teach or were why one would hold that office. NO
changed,
I
wrote
a letter to the edi-!---..l altog th
·
NO
NO
!!!Myfellow
students,
you
are
di ::;u~
e er.
nfused thinki th t this·
l
tor
asking
for
them
to be changed
00
'Th.eoneswhohavebeenabletostay
.
'.
ng a
ISmerey
it
was
very
inconvenient
back.
I
felt
primarily t.each clas.5es which are not a umv;rsity, not the real world
for
people
riding
them
mainly beWere~eretoleamandtakeknowltheir forte. The university, consecause
there
was
no
shelter
against
·
hurting'•n~1Cl...-dl
b
1:_:
edge
out
mto
the
real
world
and
du
quently,IS
I~u.Ui:l y yewmha 'th'?Mak
perh ? the weather and also there was no
natingorshelvingthosewh(l)eprimmy w t WI It~
e money
aps.
........,.1.~ .... "' If d 't d__..~~d Ofooursemakemoney,andhowdoes place to sit.
goal IS
~J.ll 16 • you on un 11:::1. ;::,w:u1
ak .
1: • •
apouticianm
emoney, bylining'his
Several months have gone by and I
whatrm talkingabout ,ask some ofthe pock ?IfDiBo d
'tl
tod supp:>se we are just going to have to get
d
wh ha tak
·
·
ets.
na oesn earn
o
stu en.t.s o ve
en engmeenng that d actice aft while here used to standing on the street. I find this
classesoverthepastseveralyears. The
an pr
gr'
students know who·the good teachers how.~ you expect the poor boy to really upsetting because there is no
,
. ~
SUI'Vlve m the real world now?
protretionagainstthehonibleweather.
areandthey don twantacertain11LV.iesSo, my ~i.e11ow students, let's rally It seems that the most important thing
sor because h e orshe does research. around our SG presi'dentthe way h e against changing the bus stops is the
'lbey want someone who can teach rallied
d ~ Altm
h h
fundamentals.
aroun
an w en e bus would have t.o stop in front of the
· th ·gnifi used school funds-oops. Forgetthat administration building as it used to
While rm not denymg
e SI.t - part. Justrally ,roundyour SGprezr1111
.
... and this was causing the brick walk to
canre ofresearch, or the moome 1 genSteve Christie crack. 'Th.at'snotimportant. The people
erat.es for UCF, I feel it's important t.o
Aerospace EnginttrinfJ
in charge just do what they want; they
examine this university1s reason fur •SOLICITATION ADVICE
show a very uncaring attitude for the
exist.ence. Is it to generate inoome and
safety
of the people riding the bus.
notoriety through research, thereby
I agree with the Sept. 3, article,
Again
I ask: CHANGE THE BUS
perpetuating MORE research? Oris it, entitled"KeepingYourMoneytoYomSTOPS BACK!
-as stated in the catalog, to provide edu- self:" that oonsumers should be wary
Marlem! Freund
arlion. Logic suggests that an educa- of solicitation. However, the article's

ProgramAttnrney
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Is Christianity doing a disappearing act?
John Sargent

church would rather devote its energy t.oward regulating
adult business, clothing tee-backed vendors and oonsoring
sexually
explicit lyri03.
LOST IN SPACE
Another favorite hobby of the church rontinues to be it.s
hy is Christianity classic struggle with science.
presently fading
Today, many churchgoing "Christi.ans" label scientists
from this coontry? who believe in evolution as atheists. 'Ibis is like saying
One of the reasons for techtonic plat.es are for food and carbon-14 is some kind of
ChristianitYs decline is that voodoo. Is independent thinking that tries to understand the
the word "Christian" is being laws of God's universe really atheistic? Hardly. 11>.e church
oonfused with the phrase should have consulted St Thomas Aquinas who said that
"CONTROL THROUGH faith can't exist without reason
BLAME." More and more
The church is even using biblical interpretations to
churchgoing "Christians" are oontrol the reproductive- rights of women. "Let not the
using the tam as a euphe- unborn suffer" is interpret.eel as a mandate from God to
mism fer scapegoating those blockade clini03 and label doctors baby-killers. Inst.ead of
who don't share their views. trying to improve the quality ofthe world so children won't
11>.e church has attributed the sexual expl®on in the suffer, labeling seems to be the underlining interpretation.
1990s t.o the devil, ~hy and even Supreme Court
Is it my imagination or jg the church beooming a special
justices.
Bang
persona1lyresponsible
fer
one's
own
actions
interest
group whose campaign slogan is CONTROL AND
1
is seldcm mentioned. lnst.eadofhmestlydiscusmngsex, the PATROL?

W

The irony is that with all the name-calling -and exrommunicatinggoing around, the message still seems t.o
be: JOIN THE HAPPY FAMILY. The church labels
individuals and then expects them to oome and be saved.
Such rhet.oric only highlights the hypocrisy of today's
Christianity.
The underlying message most people get is the church's
desire to oontrol others. The chun:h tries to oontrol people's
sex livffi. The church tries to oontrol scienoo by labeling
progressive poople atheist.s. And the church claims oontrol
over biblical interpretation so as tO empower itself while
leaving others speechless.
Such "Christians" who behave in this manner-.. are not
really Christians at all. Theymustnotreally believe in what
they're saying, for they portray God and their beliefs as
fragile decorations.
Everyone seems t.o fashion their own beliefs so they will
preseIVe their own interests. Somewill liein order to protect
that interest. Christians should not use their religion to
blame oroontrol those who have different views, but use the
honest m~e of example to spread the true word ofGod.

Elton Bracey
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English requirement amounts to -racism
a closed-minded racist perception oftheprofesso~, comrnunication
is not possible. Thus, in order for you to learn fro~
L£eGnitman
yourprofessor,youmustbeablet.ocommunicate. You have
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
obviously failed miserably is this regard You are the
problem, not the professor.
As far as anybody needingt.o get a new job, perhaps you ·
ast Tuesday, SeptemJJer 15, I was in a great mood.
It was a nice day, birds were singing, the sun was should limit your comments to yourself
~
shining brightly like a bea~m ofgood hope and I felt
As my article from two weeks ago notes, there is agreat
happyU> be alive. 'Iben, it happened! I opened the paper t.o deal ofdiscrimination present on this campus. Gill's article
cherk my article in the opinion section and itjumped right was just another example of such. There seems to be a
out at me! What was it? It was awful! It was blatant, general perception that people who don't speak English as
afirst language are somehowinferiorto those ofus who do.
unadulterated racism!! It was Brand.v Gill!!!
Mr. Gill's article entitled "How About an English Re- That simply isn't true. Many people dislike the French
quirement Fer the FacultY' tot.ally goes against the prin- because when we visit their country, they scoff when we
ciples ofthis cowitry. Gill suggests that any professor who don'tspeakthelanguagewell. Th:isisnodifferentandithits
does not have a proficient command of the English lan- closer to home. Folks, be patient with people. Help them if
i guage has no value as an instructor and therefore should
theydon'tunderstandhowtophrasesomething. Ittakesan
notbe hiredorperhapstheyshouldquitandfindanew line amazingamountofcourageforsomeonetotryto assimilate
ciwork.Ailowme t.o quote his basisforjudgment:"In order ro another language and culture. These professors and
t.o learn from another person, one must be able t.o cornmu- students are heroes, not felons. They deserve our respect.
End of subject for today.
nicat.e."
Newsubject:Irecentlygotaletterfromastudentasking
Well Brandy, that is correct. But, remember, commwrication is a cyd:ical process. It involves two people. 'lbe "What heinous crime did President"Hiss" commit to justify
person who sends the message is only half of the process. Lee Grutrnan's biting remarks? It seems to me that Lee
'1be person receiving the message is the other ha1£ When should find a new subject, if not new characters." 11>.e
the receiver's ability to digest the message is slanted due t.o question refers to my cartoon, Snake Bite.

L

To answer the question: President Hitt has been quoted
by The Future saying thathe wants the students' input. He
claimed that he wished students would come by and
introduce themselves.
He claimed he cares.
Well, I went by President Hitt's office one day to just say
hi. But, I was not allowed in. I was told that President Hitt
only allowed student visitation between lOa.m. and lla.m.
on Fridays. It seems to me that if he honestly cared about
meeting the students, he would be more accessible. What
he says is underminded by his actions.
Also, President Hitt was quoted as saying he recognized
theneedforanintemationalfocusandanimprovedforeign
languagedepartmentHethenlarnentedthattherewasno
financing to do so. It is my job t.o challenge this rationale
with my cartoon. There are numerous ways to improve a
department with limited funding. There are also numerous ways to get funding for such advantageous programs.
Hitt seems content to recognize fallacies but not to define
the ways in which he plans to solve the problems.
It is my job to point these things out and try to prevent
UCF from getting away with inaction. As long as I see
things thatare hypocriticaL I will relentlessly pursue them.
President Hitt is no exception. I have nothing against
him as a person, only as an administrator.
I hope this answers your question.

The Central Florida Future

GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Great pinning party Fri. nite. DeltaSig's
pledges are #1 . Remember, we have a
speaker Wed. nite at 7pm in the
President's board room. Brothers, do
you have your questions react/?
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Retreat was awesome! Good job in football! Fratman is tomorrow-Hey ·cool
guys·-are y~u ~to ~allroom dance?
Six way social Fnday mghtl A &IAE
early start for homecoming '92! We love
our pledges-keep up all the good world
ZETA TAU ALPHA #11 ZLAMI

zr

AXA ·
Great job ·some other- football team!
AXA 27-Pikey 61 Keep up the good
work. Don't forget to vote for the bros
running for senate. Four more days &
Tony is a brother! AXA #1 .
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
What a game, what a tailgate-Thank
you ladies of IlBcl>I Hey O'Grady try
throwing the football to OUR team-or
go to the game sober! Yo Chris P.-get
some tennis lessons will ya? Brotherselect Cray he's the man. Thought of the
week is SEX-a quote from Woody AllenLast night I discovered a new form of
oral contraceptive. I asked a girl to go
to bed with me and she SAID no.
Pledges-time's a ticking ... stay sharp.
Have a good week & see ya!
KAPPA DELTA
Thx 4 a great busride DC! KA ladies ·get
ready 4 an exciting 6 way social.
Congrats to our new ·pledge officers!
Good job ladies 5 running 4 senate! #1
in football-great game I
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Good job Melissa & Juett w/ Sprint. Thx
4 everyone who helped out. Welcome
new members to PSEI Get psyched 4
the semester! Fall social Sat. nite 26,
9pm. Directions on PSE board! C U
there I

CLUB INFO
AA MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
NOON TO 1PM. STUDENT CENTER
ROOM 211.
We know what you're thinking! Sure
classes have started again and you've
settled back into the old grind. And
you're probably saying to yourself, ·So
where's all the gay druids?· The
answer of course is; we are everywhere.
For more information, please contact:
The Metropolitan Mission of Myth,
Magick, and Mysticism, Box 690206,
Orlando Fl. 32869-0206.
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
take part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841, see you there!
Environmental Society
Meetings every Wed. at 5pm in the
We have an exciting and productive
semester planned. For more info:
679-1138.

S<?L.
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THE
ENTREPRENEURS
CLUB
meeting Wed. Sept. 23 @ 6pm in BA
206. Jim Hahn speaks on small
business startup & resources of UCF
Business Devlpmnt Ctr.

2/2 condo sale rent lease option. Pool,
washer/dryer, excellent condition, on
shopping, near University $465.00/mo.
or $36,000. 644-7311
6n-6093.

American Cinematography Association meeting Wed. 6-7pm w/screening
of ·Bugsy" film. Portable PC3 room 202.
All interested students welcome.

Room for rent in 3/2 new house, 10
min. from UCF, private bath/live alone
on 2nd floor, washer/dryer, large yard,
$300/mo. plus 1/3 utilities, eve.
677-5717 Bob or Chris.

The Pre Physical Therapy Club ~ill be
meeting this Thursday the 24th, in the
Student Center, room 211 at 5:30.
Everyone is welcome to attend. We will
be having a carwash this Sat. 9:30 at
the Chevron across from UCF. Bring
your spongeslll

ROOMMATES
FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824
Walk to UCFI Roomate needed to share
3BDRM, 2 1/2 bath apt. $200 mth + 1/3
phone & utilities. Call 273-4241.
FN/S to share 2b/2.5b w/couple, w/d,

aw, micro. $195 +utilities 282-9216.

Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
tor NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy. Call 282-8183 ask for Mike,
Scott, or Bill.
I need a roommate starting October 1st!!
Townhouse in Cambridge Circle private
room and bath available for $250/mo
plus 1/2 utilities, 275-1071.
M/F N/S needed to share 2/2 fully
furnished apt. $291 per month plus 1/2
utilities. No pets. 3 miles from UCF.
Call Heather at 380-1918.

or

I

FOR SALE
3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.
486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case. $995. 6n-1121 .
2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.
FINANCE MAJORS
Improve grades with making ~
~ a solutions manual for HewlettPackard 10B. Users ask for packet 151,
at KINKOS only $4.30
King size waterbed for sale. Good
condition. Call 381-1330 or 273-7435.
Uniden radar detector model 3XL Xkdka bands, must sell $65 OBO 823-4186.
Sofa becomes bed, loveseat, glass
table, all $150 679-4689.
Road bike-Centurion Elite RS excellent
condition $300 Tange cromo, Shimano
components, diacompe brakeset,
profile aerobars, less than 500 miles.
384-6352 ask for Ed, leave message.

FOR RENT

Fuji 24 speed bicycle excellent $150,
adcom passive preamp excellent $100,
Seiko pendulum walr clock chimes $75,
Dynaco speakers new in box $100, arm
chair swivels 360 clean $75. 679-3631 .

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

Super single waterbed w/heater &
siderails $150, full size office desk w/
right hand return $200/0BO (includes
chair} Gall Mark 275-1071 ·. .

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.
2/2 apt 1 mi. from UCF. Dishwasher,
fans, wash/dry. $450. 365-7532.
lowest price in Winter Park, close to
UCF, beautiful 1 bed 1 bath condo, pool,
tennis, etc. $370/mo. Prefer a
nonsmoker, no pets. Call 682-2532.
Duplex for rent. 2b/room, 2 bath. Has
washer /dryer. Rent $450. 1/2 mile from
UCF. Call 381-1330 or 273-7435.
Chickasaw 10 min. to UCF.
1 + 2 bedroom in condo complex, all
ameneties, security, quiet complex.
From $425.00 includes washer + dryer.
Call day 273-5938 eve. 384-9148.

Sora and loveseat $250. Bedroom set
3pc $150. Call 294-7412.
Winters coming, stay tan using Wolff
beds for the utltimate tan! VIP pass for
sale· 3 1/2 months unlimited tanning
plus' weekly passes for your friends.
Must sell $130 firm. Call now 696-2511
ask for Nathan.
Car stereo equipment for sale-from
$50-400. CD players, subs, amps. New
in box and some used. Call 823-4593
ask for Lamont or Coco. Please leave
message.

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418
Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Will
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply a_t 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fn.
Help wanted-earn. up to $500 per
week assembling in-demand products
in your home. No experience. Info
504-646-1700 Dept. P307.
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from 12
designs. For more info. call free
1-800-733-3265.
RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope stuffing--$600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230.
TELEMARKETERS
START TODAY
$6.25HR, GUARANTEED 40HRS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS +
EXCELLENT BONUS INCENTIVES
Year round, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9 pm, Monday-Friday; Sun,
5-8 pm. Stop hearing about what you
could make & get it guaranteed. Call
657-0048. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DIDI
Wanted: motivated individuals to build
recession proof business with success·
tul company, very small investment, no
risks. High return. Call 884-5939.
Photographer needed for p~oto
archival project. Macro lens required.
Call Mike (407} 273-1642.
TRAVEL FREE!! Sell the most reliable
spring break packages to Jam~i~ and
Margarita Island! Best comm1ss1ons/
service! Call 1-800-426-7710.
Retail Customer Reps. -1 O staff
openings. All majors may apply. Co-op
program
established
w/UCF.
Scholarships awarded, Call 420-2157.

AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 ext S-4628
1983 Dodge Shelby super sport, ~un
roof, A/C, nice rims & seats, 86k miles,
only $1595.00. 679-4689 leave msg.

SERVICES
BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEELS
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400

8

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner to Advanced
Do you want to: learn new chords?
Popular songs? or sharpen your
TEchnique?
CALL JEFF 677-4068

TYPISTS
1

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA. etc. 366-0538

WORDMASTERS 277-9800
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735
Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5.1
free pickup+ del notary 696-2611
RESUMES-15 resumes, cover ltrs, and
envelopes. Samples to choose from ..
Spelling and grammar corrected for you.
Laserprint. $40 Call 281-6545.
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

~ROCESSORS-Typing

THE WORD
Service. Quality work at reasonable
rates. Call 366-0454 or 384-6071.

ACCOUTING TUTOR
ALL LEVELS:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

75¢ per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
Cost per Issue $
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
#of issues:
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate) Less Discount
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds
(if any)
Insertion dates:

Total Cost:

$

0
0
0
0
0
Q

Greek Corner
Tutors
Typists
Help Wanted
For Rent
Personals

0
0
0
0
0

For Sale
Club Info
Other
Lost & Found
Wanted

<

OTHER
Auditions for Beyond a colorguard for
college-aged students, to be held Sept.
26-27. Call Doris 6n-4591 for details.

PERSONALS
DATING CONNECTION
Central Florida finest friendship or
romance. Leave your own voice
message someone is waiting for you. <
Call 1-900-285-96n $2.40/mn 24 hrs.
Death row inmate seeks correspondence with interested persons. Write
to:
Jim Jeffers
Arizona State Prison
Box B-38604
Florence, AZ. 85232

Ml I CLASSIFIED FORM
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0 Services
0 Autos
ORoommates
0 Lonely •'s
0 Car Pool
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2.
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started listening to "alternative" music in
1982 when I was in sixth grade, back when it
was labeled postpunk" or even worse "new
wave." I was even harassed about my eccentric music tastes. which at ·the time included: U2. The
Cure. Depeche Mode and A. Flock of Seagulls. Sixthgraders can be so cruel!
Why mention what I listened to a decade ago? It is
now 1992 and alternative" music is making major
labels some big bucks. It is also one of the last fields
of music that stresses artistic creativity, not profit
margins or the marketing plan. It is also the last
untapped market for the major labels.
In the last few years, bands such as Nirvana. Pearl
Jam, The Red Hot Chili Peppers, The Cure and Love
and Rockets have been signed to major labels and
have done quite well. Most of the bands being signed
have been around for years and have starved on the
independent labels because the major labels would
not touch them a few years ago. Another problem has
been that the masses would rather listen to Milli
Vanilli, Vanilla Ice and Bon Jovi.
What does all this apathetic complaining have to
do with new music that is coming out this fall? Instead
of waiting forthe major labels to decide foryou when
you can hear a band on the radio, why not listen to
new bands now? You could be enjoying bands and
artists now, instead of waiting for years for the
corporations to decide when and whom to break
through. How many of you had heard of Nirvana just
two years ago when they put out their first record.
"Bleach." on the independent Sub-Pop label?
I am not discrediting the major labels or the bands
who have signed to them. Contrary to what a lot of
people say, it has done a lot of good for underground
music. I just do not feel that it should be the only way

.

I

11

11

these artists should be noticed.
Here is a sampling of new releases for this fall.
Some are new bands and some have been around for
· quite a while. Some are on independent labels.
others are on major labels. They all should be in the
stores by the time you read this. Walk on the wild
side. try some new music. Support them. Got it?
• Controlled Bleeding - Penetration" <Third Mind
Records): One ofthe pioneering industrial bands. this
release shows the diversity of industrial music. This
has it all: noise. hard-core-industrial, dancy stuff and
even some ambient/new-age sound.
• Sugar- Copper Blue" CRykodisc): Bob Mould's
new band, Sugar, takes off where his former band,
Husker Du, left off in 1987. Loud distortion - guitar
rock with some quieter acoustic moments.
· • Boo Radleys- "Everything Alright Forever" <Creation/Columbia): A combination of ultra. ultra noisy
guitars. acoustic guitars and unconventional song
structures. Very different and very cool.
• Brian Eno - "Net Nerve" <Opal/Warner BrosJ:
The master of ambient textures is back. Some tracks
are very experimental. others even have a· dance
beat. Cool electronics.
• David J - "Urban Urbane" CMCA>: Second solo
album from former Bauhaus and current Love And
Rockets singer/songwriter David J. The single,
"Candy On the Cross." even has background vocals
courtesy of Peter Murphy.
• Smashing Orange - "The Glass Bead Game"
<Native American Records): Fast. melodic and noisy.
Husker Du meets Dinosaur Jr? Also has some
slower, mellower tracks. Should become big someday.
• Daniel Fuller
Staff Writer
11

11
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Romantic and sexual interiudes. witty
and twisted dialogue. high and
unusual pressure situations and thrash/
metal music, could
it be Woody Allen
on acid?
Cameron
Crowe's
"Singles," a
biography of
emotional and
sexual suspension creates a
comedic yet
true interpretation of American
youth society.
The intricate and talented cast evokes the tribulations of single life with abject realism.
The promi~ent cast members personally
introduce their emotional standpoint to
the audience and then evolve through
individual and unique character developments. The beautiful Bridget Fonda of
"Single White .Female" innocently portrays Janet, a gin caphred bythe musician
persona of Matt Dillon's characterOiff. He
doesn't appreciate her yet she goes to the
extent of almost having breast implants to
supplement their relationship. Dillon gives a
true and realistic interpretation of the struggling rrusician who realizes his need for a
compalion ~s him inspiration.

CanpbeH Scott of "Dying Young" gives
a plain and hl.ll'lanistic vieYv' of an Adamistic
man named Steve trying to find his Eve.
The film 00es most of its magic to the
magnificent and charming perfonnance to
the Evelike Kyra Sedgewick. who brilliantly

played Tom Ouise's
childhood sweetheart in
"Born on the Fourth of
July." At. crucial points in
the film. she personifies
every emotion imaginBridget Fonda, left and Matt Dillon, Right star in "Singles" Cameron Crowe's new
able as Linda. Her rage
film about young people in American society. (Courtesy/Warner Bros.)
CNer a delayed pOOne
call, griefCNerthe loss of
There are also weird yet unique cameo
her unborn bat1t. her unbridle.d j<Jf Vvtiile in appearances by: Eric .Stoltz of "Mask" as as Brian, a twsted video date commercial
love with Steve and her stoic neutrality a manic talkative chain smoking mime, Bill director also appear in the film.
'vVhen she separates herself in solitary, Pullman of "The Serpent and the RainboN"
Music including dub performances by '
gives her performance award winning virtu- as Dr. Jamison, a socially inverted plastic .AJiceinChains, Soundgardenandfilmtracks
osity. Then there are the abnormal but surgeon, Tom-Skeritt of "Top Gun" as an t1t Pean Jam exhibit the youthful essence
creative aspects of filmmaking.
unconcerned mayor of Seattle named that helps to propel the film's reality.
The twsted -narrative aspects that ex- Weber and Peter Horton of
Through its realism. accurate interacemplify Cro.Ne' s creative filmmaking in- "Thirty.;omething" as Jamie, a ten-speed tions. intricate cast and abnormal narrative
clude Campbell Scott's childhood interpre- biker stud. Then there is Pean Jam lead twists, cameos and musical intertudes,
tation of sex. Shiela Kelley's character singer Eddie Vedder, who plays "Eddie" a Cameron Crowe presents a true v;sion of
Debbie's creation of video date commer- member of Cliffs band, Otizen Dick. youthful life, in "Singles"
.
ssberg <.
ci81 and Bridget Fonda deciding when to "Singles" director OoNe as a dub inter• timwa
viewer and "Batman" director Tim Burton
staff writer
make a phone call.
-.

Going to the movies: Will this tradition survive satcom t.v.?
I was in film class the other day'and the profes- yourself, getting up every· 10 minutes watching a a movie on a 20 inch television. It is incredibly hard•
sor was theorizing ·a bout the future of motion video, you do not get the full effect that the to respect the subtleties of color and composition
pictures. He said that no o~e would go to the filmmaker intended.
on a television. Not to mention the sound quality
For example, my friend James and I were that is lost on video, if you aren't lucky enough to
· theater in a few years because everything would
be beamed directly into the house via satellite. watching "Final Analysis" on video. Over the · have a home stereo theater set up.
What it all boils down to is the fact that film was
People would no longer have a need to venture out course of this viewing, James had eight telephone
into the crime/drug/decaying streets of the year calls, went to the bath room twice, ate dinner. not meant to be seen at home. If it was, movie {
2000, instead they could punch up a code on the assembled a sponge palm tree and had one theaters would have 20 inch screens, personal
satcom unit and watch the latest Woody Allen film,
female visitor. Is it any wonder why he was asking telephones. bathrooms. beds in the auditoriums
"Honey I Screwed the Kids."
.:~ me what was going on every five minutes. You and the concession stands would sell boxer shorts <
I don't doubt that the technology for that
<
•
don't have to worry about these kind of and canned soup. But in case you haven't noticed.
system exists, I just hope it never actually . ·'': . ··
,~
distractions in a theater (unless you count that's not the way it is.
·~
:;"
:.:J*' cellular phones or beepers)
To effectively see a movie it should be seen in
replaces viewing a film in a theater.
Nothing beats the sensations of going
\~ : · ·,,ifr"l; Recently" Blade Runner" was re-released a theater. with a full audience and an empty
to a film, being with an audience, having the
~ k with a new directors cut. I had only seen this bladder.
lights dim around you and being brought
'·,~'
film on video prior to checking out this
Hopefully the theater experience will not go the
intoanotherworld. ltjustisn'tthesameas.lounging revival. All of the atmosphere which Ridley Scott wayofvinyl. lfweareforcedtoseefilmsforthefirst
around on a futon in your Simpsons boxer shorts.
is known for is practically lost on the video version. time on video. the true artistic vision of film will be
withabowlofnachosandmicrowaveCheezWhiz Instead. theatrically, "Blade Runner" was mas- lost forever. Unless of course Ridley Scott orf
sitting in your lap wanning your testicles.
sive, ominous and overwhelming. The set design Martin Scorcesse are somehow inspired to work
Film. by nature. is made to be seen by mass and camera angles were so authoritarian on the within the context of a 20 inch screen. Then again,
<
audiences. The scope of the medium, the large big screen that it was like watching a different don't count on it!
screen, the auditoriums and the length are all
movie compared to the video version Cdirectors
indicative of a large audience gathering in a con- cut aside).
• david j. shoulberg
trolled environment. When you sit at home, by
It is this kind of detail that is lost when viewing
staff report~!
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Recommended ...
Extra -stength
HP48!
•Graphics
combined
with calculus
like never before
•32 kbytcs of
RAM built in

_ And.we beat .·
. ·· aJI the discounters
prices- Plus give
you a coupon For
free s6ftware and a
PC cable with each
48 purchased ·

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications
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FAST ITALIAN FOOD
IN ACLASS BY ITSELF.

a

; onaou

•Choose from the
expandable

HP48SX or
newHP48S

.._ne.

Fl~ HEWLETT

PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer

2916 Corri~e Dr., Ori, 898-0081

Real Italian. Real Fast.
OPENS WEDNESDAY ~Im 30
12025 Collel]iale Way/380-3737/SUN- THURS 10:30am. -10:00p.m./FRI &SAT 10:30am -1100pm
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Sign-u deadlines: ·

-Disc Golf September 25

Tennis Singles "A"
Tennis Singles "B"

Call Rec. Services at x. 2408

Lady ]{nights
soccer slowly

October 2
October 9

- ~~~:::::::=::::::::~~~~~~~ earning respect

J>BVANEY'S

UCF
Good

•

•
O•ol'9• qton

Knight

Saturday

Offer

•
•

$25.00 Exam
With X-Rays

•

(4 Bitewing 027 4)
(Initial Exam 0110)

Wednesday

$2.50

282-2101
•The palicnl and any olhcr penon rcaponaible for paymcnl lw a righl 10 rc£11te to pay, clllCCl paymcni, or be rcimbuned£or
paymcnl £or any other tcrvicc eurnination, or trcalrnenl which ia performed u a rcsull cl and wilhio 72 houn cl rcapon~ lo
lhc advcrti.:mcnt for a fm: tclVicc, cumination or lreatmcnl

Karaoke

•

n. t
Special.

t Quality copy services
t Full color copies
t In-store computer rental
t Presentation materials
t Binding and finishing
t School supplies
t Resume packages

•
•

•
•
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PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL

•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

SnJDENT LEGAL SERVIC& ?ROVIDES SnJDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECfED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{I'ENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED SnJDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

I
I
_J

Hours
6 am -11 pm Friday - 6 am - 10 pm
10 am - 8 pm Sunday 12 - 5 pm
66.15 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 658-8000

e COPY Cefltef A j~~

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

L - - - - - - -
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In An Annual Program
With This Coupon
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Membership zrogram -

If~

12215 Umvers1ty Blvd.
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Mon-Thurs
Saturday

kinko•s·
1
th

hours

·

*With Annual

L -

Come into the Kinko' s listed between 1Opm and 6am and get great copies at a great price. Iii~
Just 3¢ for self-serve, single-sided, ~ 112''.x 11" black and white copies on 20 lb. white bond. ljl~
One coupon per customer. Not vahd with other offers. Good through October 31, 1992. ~~

._;Across from UCF)

•

I- - - - - - -,

I I

Membership As L()w.::As
$17 50/ MQllth

I·
I .

- _,

: 3¢ late night copies

!~fs~~5~8

d. e

'1

, - -:-OneMonthFree. ·. - t

r-------------
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Drop in and discover why Kinko's is the most popular
hangout on campus.

•
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Yournew home
awayfromhome

•

LITERNITE

33 oz. for

Corner of 50 and Alafaya

•

ROCKNITE

5 for $5.00
Rolling Rock
Live Rock 9:00 p.m.

With Valid Student l.D.
Expires 12/3 l /92

•

Much like alumna MiChelle
Akers-Stahl and the worldchalnpion U.S. women's soccer
team, the UCF women's soccer
team is on top of their competition. The rest of us just don't
know it yet.
The Lady Knights took on
Vanderbilt on Friday, ~ut did
not look like the same team
that is ranked seventh in the
nation. In the first five ~in
u te s alone, UCF all~wed
Vanderbilt to take five shots
on goal and two corner kicks.
The Lady Knights turned
things around at the 5:47 mark
when Kelly Kochevar crossed
the ball in front of the goal and
foundArnyGeltz, who completed
the play and gave UCF a 1-0
lead. The goal lit a fire underthe
team and Tina Theis took a direct kick from just outside the
penalty box, putting the ball over
the Vanderbilt wall and into the
net. Christina Kenney found the
back ofthe net from 20 yards for
another score just before the
half.
Tiffany Schreiner added two
goals in the second halfto close
out UCFs scoring. The first was
off an indirect kick inside the
box with an assist from Theis.
The second was made possible
by a thread-the-needle pass from
Karen Kopp. With less than two
minutes remaining, Vanderbilt
took advantage ofUCFs defense
to score their lone goal of the
game .
Counting the obstacles to the
NCAA tournament: three down
and 13 to go.Next on the block is
Lynn University at home at 4
p.m. Thursday.
In other soccer action the
men's team lost to Memphis
State on Sunday 2-0, dropping
their record to 1-2-1. They will
play Barry at home on Friday.

Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

Y•"I•, D.D.!;.

UCFTeam
Dentist

•

by Andrew Varnon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Why just

FREEDOM~M "-

FROM ~ - O#f/Nq

sit there
and read
the sports
section?
See it,
live it,
write it
and
get paid
for it!

A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS
TO BE HELD AT:

·1

The Health Resource Center, l-2PM

ORIENTATION

9-23-92

ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

9-30-92

~ Underotand your habit: rewrding cigan;tt.e,;;
® Health effect,;; of ,;;making

e Building motivation to quit
WANTING TO 'QUIT
®

2

10-7-92

"Why Do You Smoke" Te"1t.

e Beqin !>mall grOUp!> and buddie,;;e Triggero arrt:I alumative wping .:;tratGgic,;;--your plan of action

3

QUIT NIGHT
® Rt:wnflrming decl,;;ion to 'iuit
9 Panel of ex-,;;moker.;
9 Help and .:;upport; wntract5 and reward:>

10-14-92

Wl~NING

10-21-92

STRATEGIES

Withdrawal ,;ymptom,; and

4

ee 43-hour
report
Rt:l.3xation !"loll.:;
®

..

benefi~

Learn to a,;,;ert your~tf

THE NEW YOU
9 Lile!>tyle changes

10-28-92

STAYING OFF

11-4-92

~ Exerci~ and Weight Control
~ Social ,;ituation,;
~ Introduction of MainU:nanu;

-;)

e More relaxation and exert;i,;e

.#

0

®
9

Coping .:;trntegie,;;
New ~If-image

LET'S CELEBRATE

7

of quitting

I

I

~·s-1~..

e Life5t.yie 5hift.5
e Evaluation of program
®

I

11-18-92 I

I

Graduation and celebration

UCF WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841

AMERICAN± LUNG ASSOCIATION•

1. Ttw:Ow>stmuSui~•

Call Jenny Duncanson,
Sports Editor at 823-3956
for more information.

•
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UCF loSes to Troy in rain-soaked squeaker
by Glenn carrasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

The- Troy State University Trojans took advantage
of turnovers and big plays as they went on to top the
UCF Knights 20-16, in front of7,755 drenched fans in
the Citrus Bowl Saturday night.
"They made some big runs and we didn't get any big
plays and I think that was the difference in the ball
game," said UCF quarterback Darin Hinshaw.
Trojan running back Eddie Coleman broke a 71yard touchdown run with 5:09 left in the second quarter, makingthe score 10-7 in favor of the Knights. In the
fo'l!rth quarter with the Knights ahead 13-7, TSU's
William Covington returned a punt 89 yards for a
touchdown. The Trojans (3-0) missed the extra point
leaving the score tied, 13-13. UCF (2-1) lost three
turnovers to TSU, one fumble and two interceptions.
"When you give up a 71-yard run from the line of
scrimmage and you let them return a punt 89 yards,
you are not going to beat a team like Troy," coach Gene
McDowell said.
After an hour-long electrical storm delay, the Knights'
opening drive ended when running back Richard Blake
fumbled on the Trojan 37-yard line. TSU was unable to
convert the turnover into a score and were forced to
punt. The teams then exchanged punts before Hinshaw
threw an interception at the TSU 35-yard line. The
Trojans then drove 43 yards and missed a 48-yard field
goal attempt.
The Knights opened up the second quarter with a 68yard scoring drive. Faced with fourth down and one,
Hinshaw ran a quarterback sneak to the Trojan eightyard line. On the next play Hinshaw rolled right and
threw to Bret Cooper in the end zone ~
On UCFs next possession, Franco Grilla capped off
a 61-yard drive with a 27-yard field goal that put the
Knights up 10-0. The drive featured Hinshaw passes to
Cooper and Mike Dickinson for 23 and 14 yards, respectively. Blake plowed up the middle for 14 yards giving
the Knights 1st and goal at the 3-yard line. But the
Knights couldn't find the end zone.
"The most disappointing thing in the entire game
was when we had first and goal at their three and we
didn't get the touchdown," McDowell said. "We got cute
and had to settle for the field goal."
On the first play ofTroy's neXt series, Coleman went
on his 71-yard TD scamper, making the score 10-7. "We
were in position to make the tackle (on the touchdown
run) but they got a few good screen blocks to spring the
back," McDowell said.
The only scoring in the third quarter came on a
Grilla 39-yard field goal that put UCF up 13-7.
After a booming punt from UCFs Mike Nelson,
Covington ran 89-yards and tied the game 13-13.

"We missed a few tackles on that play, but we still
thought we were in good shape," McDowell said.
The Knights answered on their next possession
when they put together a 54-yard scoring drive capped
off by a 4 7-yard field goal by Grilla. He was good on
three field goal attempts and his last kick put UCF up
16-13 with 4:07 left to play in the game.
TSU quarterback Kelvin Simmons then led his team
ona 69-yard scoring drive ending with DavidMcCombs'
4-yard TD plunge. Simmons connected on a 31-yard
pass to Mike Cochran and scrambled for gains of31, 21
and 9 yards duringthe drive. Simmons finished 10 of21
in passing for 151 yards and rushed 15 times for 94
yards.
Hinshaw completed 17 of 31 passes for 233 yards.
"I think we need to win eight or nine games to make
it to the playoffs and I think we can do that," McDowell
·
said.
The Knights have seven more games left on their 10game schedule. They made it to the Division I-AA
playoffs two years ago with a 10-3 record.

Linebackers Rick Hamilton and David Nelson
bring down Troy State. (Mlchcl!a• oeHoogFUTUREJ

UCFk~kerGrmase~d5mnce

record in Saturday's game
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

UCF place kicker Franco Grilla disappointed fans last
week when he went O-of-3 on field goal attempts against
Bethune-Cookman. But he redeemed himself by nailing
three crucial field goals in the 20-16 loss t.o the visitingTroy
State Trojans on Saturday night.
"He just had a bad day against Bethune-Cookman, but c.
I never lost con:fidenre in Franco," head roach Gene McDowell said.
Grilla, a senior, drilled three-pointers of 27, 39 and 47
yards and made one conversion kick.
"I feel I kicked too much before the last game, so this
weekiwentoutandtriednottokickt.oomuchanditrelaxed
me," Grilla said "I have a good holder and a good snapper,
and this week we just came together and clicked."
And they clicked at the right time. Grills split the uprights on a career best 47-yard field goal with 4:15 left to
play in the fourth quarter, giving the Knights a 16-13 lead
"When we got into field goal range when the score was
13-13 late in the fourth quarter, I knew that we had an
automatic three points," quarterback Darin Hinshaw said
For the season, Grilla is 6-10 on his field goal attempts
and has converted on every point-after attempt
The Fighting Knights have benefited from · Grilla's
reliability throughout his collegiate career.
Last year Grilla went 31-of-31 on his conversion kicks
and joined :Eddie O'Brien as the only UCF kickers to
convert 100 percent of their point-after attempts in a
season. He alsp has the record for the most points scored in
a season (235), most field goals made in a season (19), the
most PATs in a career (123) and the most PATs made in a
season (48).
"HehasthepotentialtobeagreatkickerintheNFLand'
will make it because ofhis strong inner drive," said Grilla' s
backup, Brian Terr.
''Franco ·will be able t.o play football outside the college
leve~" Hinshaw said
Grilla, a criminal justice major, p·layed high school
football at Piper High School in Fort Lauderdale, where he c
holds the school's record for the longest field goal made 51 yards. He was a four-year letterman in football, and
three-year letterman in soccer.
Recruited by Miami, Vanderbilt and Kent State out of <.
high school, he chose UCF because it showed the most
interest in him
"I have great confidence in him," McDowell said "He <had a bad game last week, but I wouldn't hesitate putting
him in."

Knights wrestle Gators to
hold on to top of state
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

The Gators will have to be content
with second place.
The UCF Rugby Club defeated the
University of Florida 27-10 and held
on to the number one in the state
rankings.
Florida remains at the number two
position.
The first half ended in a tie, 5-5,
with both teams scoring one try.
The second half opened with a penalty try and conversion kick to put
UCF ahead by seven, but the Gators
came back with a score of their own
and kept the game to a close 12-10.
The turning point in the game came
early in the second half.
UCF back Andy Rendell took the
ball on the run and was brought down
one yard from the try zone.

Florida committed a penalty inside
the one-yard mark resulting in a penalty try forUCF. Rob Gingell was good
for the two-point conversion kick and
UCF went up by seven.
The Gators redeemed themselves
with a' try to close the gap but to no
avail. Inside center Jason Williams
took the ball into the try zone to
lengthen UCF's lead.
Then scrum-half Andrew Sherman
and hooker Ken Smith scored the final
blows, each with their own try. Florida
faltered and ended the game without
another score.
A fierce rivalry exists between the
teams, who have always shared the
top two spots in the state.
Last year UCF lost to Florida in the
finals of the State Championship. The
Knights said they feel that this year
the results will be different.
"We've never been better than we

UCPs Dave Anderson help the Knight's hold on to their number one
ranking. (Micheal DeH~FUTURE)
are right now in terms of depth and the
players on the field," said UCF forward
Al Wigglesworth.
"We've been playing together and
we know each other. I can't believe how
good we're looking," he added.
"We are big, strong and fast and
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there's no college team in Florida that
can compete," Williams said. "This
game will be the same a~ ~tates, only r
worse for them."
UCF's next game is 2 p.m. Saturday
in Tampa against the University of <
South Florida.

